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DISCLAIMER
PLEASE REVIEW THIS DISCLAIMER CAREFULLY. IF YOU HAVE ANY
QUESTIONS,
PLEASE CONTACT YOUR LEGAL OR FINANCIAL ADVISER.
The information set out below does not imply any elements of
contractual relations and may be incomplete.
Despite the fact that we make every effort to ensure that all data on the
given web-site is current, accurate and relevant, the proposed document
does not replace consultations with the specialists. PROFYTPRO does not
guarantee or assume any legal responsibility arising from or related to the
accuracy, reliability, relevance or completeness of any material
contained in this document. Individuals intending to invest in the project
should consult an independent specialist before performing any actions
outlined in this document.
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INTRODUCTION

The Information Age, and by extension the Internet, revolutionized the
way we live and work because it dramatically increased the amount of
information available to individuals and businesses while making the cost
of duplicating, sending and receiving information negligible.
Data has become what oil was to the last century: a driver of growth and
change with personal data recently being recognized as a new asset class.
Paradoxically, there is still very little structured data about the drivers of
current innovation: young ventures founded to develop new technologies
or services loosely referred to as startups.
Beyond the direct business opportunities which would result from
sourcing this large amount of missing data the Big Data and Business
Analytics markets are set to grow from $130.1 billion to more than $203
billion in 2020 solving this problem presents four immensely valuable
opportunities.
An open, comprehensive, and up-to-date structured dataset about the
members of the startup ecosystem and the relationships between them
would not only directly enable the rate of innovation to continue to grow
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by removing much of the friction startups and their target audience (e.g.
customers, partners and investors) are currently faced with when trying
to find one another. It would also enable existing companies to improve
their products by integrating the sought-after data, it would create new
business opportunities to build applications on top of the dataset and
would give birth to a new niche of ventures whose purpose is to source
contribution-worthy data to gain contribution rewards.
We propose that the solution to this crippling startup data void is to shift
the current fully competitive data collection model to a decentralized
data collection model where participants partially cooperate by selling
some but perhaps not all of their collected data points on an open data
exchange platform, powered by ProfytPro

WHAT IS ProfytPro (PFTC) PLATFORM

ProfytPro Platform is a new revolution in the digital technology where
users and businesses gather to seek great income stability in a fluctuating
environment. ProfytPro functions as a traditional bullion reseller and
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provides custodial services for your assets. The main difference is that it
uses blockchain technology to ensure all receipts and documentations
pertaining to your assets are transparently and permanently uploaded
onto Ethereum and be kept in your Ethereum Wallet. Millions of users will
be allowed to make the transition from using decentralized currencies
such as ETH, BTC, and others to PFTC. ProfytPro, as is it named is
designed to provide multiple opportunities for the cryptocurrency
community. The ProfytPro coin protocol is also hard-limited to 10 million
ProfytPro coins, meaning that no more than that can ever be created.
The users are able to receive passive income as the market price of
(PFTC) rises. ProfytPro coin (PFTC) is an open source, peer-to-peer,
community driven decentralized cryptocurrency that allows people to
store and invest their wealth in a nongovernment controlled currency,
and earn a substantial interest on the investment.

CORE OBJECTIVES
All service industries aiming at long-term success are driven by their
customers’ feedback. No powerful organization, no central institution, no
regulatory authority, or individual could control the industry better than
the user community. However, a community needs to exist for this to be
achieved and this is where PROFYTPRO comes in.
PROFYTPRO is out to support startups through a decentralized ecosystem
that connects different startups together. It ensures a massive profit to
user’s capital.
 PROFYTPRO is out to have multiple investments in small scale
business through blockchain technology.
 PROFYTPRO Is going to develop a Blockchain based app that will
enable users manage their funds.
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ADVANTAGES OF BLOCKCHAIN

Without a doubt, blockchain is the next disruptive technology. In the
demand for transparent transactions, blockchain is a game changer. And,
while emerging startups are leading the blockchain charge. Global
institutions, such as PROFYTPRO, are doubling down on blockchain
technology. It can enhance transactional security and deliver increased
transparency. Blockchain is also decentralizing information dissemination.
Blockchain technology is “set to trigger a revolution in all the institutions
concerned with value.” This includes “banks, insurance companies,
payment processors, energy markets, and so on.” And, it’s why suddenly
a whole host of applications for storing value have appeared. The change
has finally allowed companies to transfer value over the Internet. This
cannot be done without a trusted third party. ProfytPro is going to make
that possible through their website database and their app.
However, cryptocurrency growth is overshadowing blockchain’s potential.
Consumers and investors follow the rapidly changing dynamics in the
crypto market. For instance, ProfytPro makes it fun and easy for
individuals to instantly track crypto currencies. They see how their
investments are performing.
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WHY WE DO TOKEN SALE
There are many arguments why we have chosen to do the token sale
instead of alternatives ways to raise money:
• First, a token sale not only allows us to onboard participants from
different regions but also to incentivize them to promote ProfytPro
products.
• Second, tokens provide liquidity since they can be traded on various
exchanges after the token sale. Participants can liquidate their position
and benefit from growth of token market value.
• Finally, the token smart contract enables easy distribution of tokens to
participants, instant payments with tokens, security and transparency,
which would be hard to achieve without usage of blockchain technology.

TOKEN FUNCTIONS & BENEFITS
We introduce ProfytPro (PFTC), an ERC20 compliant Ethereum based
token, with a fixed supply of 10,000,000 PFTC. During the token sale, a
fixed amount of PFTC is created, and afterwards no more tokens shall be
mined. ProfytPro utility tokens are created to fund development and
marketing of the project with associated distributed database, online
portal and applications, as described in this document.
ProfytPro is built on the ERC-20 token standard, it allows for simple
integration into users’ wallets and is freely tradable via direct transfers
or via smart contracts.
“ProfytPro is built on the ERC-20 token standard, it allows for simple
integration into users’ wallets.”
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ERC20 TOKEN STANDARD

The term ERC in ‘ERC20 Token’ stands for Ethereum Request for
Comments and the number 20 stands for the unique number ID allocated
to distinguish this standard from others.
The ERC20 is a standard protocol which defines the rules and working of
the Tokens on the Ethereum Blockchain Network.
Advantages of ERC20 Token System
•Uniformly and fast transaction.
•Confirms the transaction more efficiently.
•Reduce risk of contract breaking.
•The function implemented in ERC20 helps the web client to interact
with token and blockchain more efficient and fast.

TOKEN FUNCTIONALITY
ProfytPro (PFTC) utility token will be incorporated in ProfytPro products.
It helps to enhance product usage, allow contribution to the ecosystem,
product access and ownership. (PFTC) is a bootstrapping engagement.
While the token will enable access to valuable features within the
ProfytPro platform,
it won’t be limited by the ProfytPro mobile applications.
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ProfytPro token can be utilized for the following purposes, creating
revenue streams for ProfytPro and offering additional benefits to the
token holders:
• Currency (means of payment) for paying land transport services
• Unlock access to driver’s profile, offers from land transport companies
• Commission on intermediation and client introductions
• Commission on paid services (in fiat or PFTC tokens)
• Subscription fee / Transaction based fee for log entries
To incentivize participation in the ecosystem and expand our reach, we
will offer a seed quantity of ProfytPro tokens to driving schools, vehicle
operators and transport companies signing up with ProfytPro. Once seed
tokens are exhausted we expect a steady demand for tokens from the
users. Compared to fiat based payments for ProfytPro fees and
commissions, we will offer discounts should the fees be paid in PFTC,
facilitating further demand. We created PFTC with a clear vision that
token must work, must be viable, secure, well-funded, inflation
protected, work better than other coins and do something unique as well.
These are key elements to the solid foundation. More of that, we believe
that PFTC will bring improvements to society as well as short and long
term gains to investors.

ProfytPro ICO Fact Sheet
Maximum Supply: 10,000,000 PFTC
ICO Crowd sale: 10,000,000 PFTC
Start Date: 28th February 2018.
End Date: 14th March 2018
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PROFYTPRO OUTSTANDING FEATURES
Fast:

One thing making ProfytPro unique and distinct digital cash is its
speed, transaction confirmation occurs just within seconds. ProfytPro is
even faster than Bitcoin, our blockchain technology allows ProfytPro the
capability of surpassing Bitcoin and other digital currency when it comes
to the speed of money transaction.

Privacy Guarantee:

All of your private information’s including money sender, money,
receiver, amount of money, etc... Have no chance of being leaked with
our most advanced blockchain technology.
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Low Fees:

In comparison with the cost that traditional methods may charge you,
ProfytPro charges you only a trivial fee and even overseas transactions
charge you almost the same trivial fee as domestic transactions.
Simple:

ProfytPro apps such as debit card and other mobile apps provide you with
the simplest handling apps being made to meet your money transaction
demands. No matter who you are, a business man, a normal consumer, or
an individual desiring to transfer your money to your acquaintance,
ProfytPro is your best choice.
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ProfytPro Applications Advantage
Cashless Transaction

There is no more limit to carry foreign exchange to anywhere you go with
ProfytPro. No more worry about the exchange rate fees that you may be
charged a lot, and many other expenses related to money exchange and
transfer. Therefore, save your time, money, and of course, the less cash,
the safer.
Retail Stores and E-commerce Business

You can boost your sale and speed up your business growth thanks to
ProfytPro and our related apps on smart phone. You and your customers
cannot ask for more. From this moment, the most advanced yet simple
method is in your hand. By integrating ProfytPro and the apps on your
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online business and retailing stores, you can absolutely better your
chance of doing international business, multinational business right now.

ProfytPro Wallet

Here are some types of wallet that we offer our users:
• Desktop Wallet: Window, Linux, Mac
• Web Wallet
• Mobile Wallet: Android App, iOS App
Mobile wallet app is designed with the highest level of security and it is
really a user friendly app that you would trust in.

Mobile App

With your smart phone, you just need to download ProfytPro mobile apps,
and then you can start transferring money and making any payment with
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your clients, your partners, your suppliers. By using ProfytPro apps, there
is no need filling out tons of annoying forms which is oppressively
complex and time consuming and may result in delay in getting business
done.

Debit Card

Using Debit Card of ProfytPro is the simplest and the most convenient
way to make your payment, do your any money transaction. We, with our
partners, will provide you with the Debit Card that you can use anywhere,
at any time all.

ProfytPro On Exchangers
You can make profit by trading ProfytPro on the internal Exchange.
ProfytPro will also be listed on some exchanges after the ICO.

ProfytPro (PFTC) ROADMAP
Each step in the roadmap demonstrates our commitment and effort to
ensure that everything would be done correctly at the right time, so that
we could timely provide platforms for members to do their business, their
money transaction or investment. This road map would provide you with
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the most development phases of ProfytPro. Each phase and its
corresponding milestones, goals, and focuses are set out below:

2018
April 6
April 20
May 15
May 21
May 30
June 13
June 18
June 21

Pre-ICO
ICO
PFTC Local Exchange
PFTC Lending Program
Block Explorer Website
Windows Wallet
Linux and Mac Desktop Wallet
List On Coin Directory –
Coinmarketcap

July 02
July 12
July 18
August 16

Improve Website Features
Android App – Wallet
IOS App – Wallet
Financing for international
Blockchain technology events
Investing in start-ups researching
and developing solutions/ideas
based on Blockchain technology
Debit Card

September 15

November 25
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